MARVELOUS CUSCO
3 days / 2 nights
MAY 2019
MON 20

LIMA – CUSCO
Transfer Hotel / Airport is in charge of Canatur.
FLIGHT LA2049 10:18 - 11:45
Early in the morning, departure flight Lima/Cusco.
Upon arrival in Cusco, transfer to the hotel.
Visit the Cathedral, Koricancha and Sacsayhuaman.
Return to the Hotel.
Overnight.

TUE 21

CUSCO – MACHUPICCHU - CUSCO (B/ L)
Early transfer to Poroy or Ollanta Train Station.
Departure by train to Aguas Calientes Town.
At arrival at Train Station, a bus will take you up the steeps roads to the
entrance of the Archaeological Complex, there you will have a guided tour
of the marvelous citadel Machu Picchu. Lunch. At proper time, return to
Poroy or Ollanta Train Station and transfer by bus to the hotel in Cusco.
Overnight.

WED 22

CUSCO – LIMA (B)
Transfer from the hotel to the airport. Departure flight Cusco/Lima.
FLIGHT LA2004 10:18 -11:50
End of services.
PRICE PER
PERSON IN USD
MARVELOUS
CUSCO
CASA ANDINA SAN
BLAS 3 days / 2
nights

DOUBLE

SIMPLE

358.00 USD

460.00 USD

SERVICES INCLUDED









Prices based on 2 people minimum.
Transfers from the hotel to the airport as noted in the itinerary.
Accommodation based on single room or double room occupancy in the
selected hotel in Cusco.
Excursions as noted in the itinerary.
Shared services.
Services with local English speaking guide.
Train ticket to Poroy or Ollanta-Machu Picchu-Poroy or Ollanta.
Entrance fees to the sites mentioned in the program.





Meals as mentioned in the itinerary (B: breakfast, L: lunch)
Domestic flight Lima/Cusco/Lima
Airport taxes

SERVICES NOT INCLUDED
 Meals and services not mentioned in the itinerary.
 Transfer in Lima on May 22nd.
(*) Accommodation is subject to availability. Air tickets do not permit changes.

DISCLAIMER
1. Passport, visas, travel insurance and vaccines are the responsibility of each
participant.
2. APOTUR acts solely as an intermediary between the entities providing the
contractual tour packages/services, and the participant, being solely and
exclusively responsible for organizing them. Hence, the PARTICIPANT may not
hold APOTUR liable for those causes beyond its competence. APOTUR is not
responsible for any damage or delay derived from circumstances beyond its
control. These circumstances include, but are not limited to, accidental causes:
natural disasters such as earthquakes, cyclones, storms, hurricanes, floods, fog,
etc., as well as unforeseeable circumstances: war, accidents, strikes, riots, civil
demonstrations or unrest, etc., and to any loss, injury, accident, or any other
irregular happening that may occur to the participant.

INFORMACIÓN DE CONTACTO
CORREO: gerencia@apoturperu.org
TELÉFONOS: (511) 715-2864 / 719 - 0443

